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She paints with acrylics, pastels, and other mediums and works from life and from photographs. Her artwork is found in private collections worldwide. Product details.Â I havenâ€™t painted many animals before but this has been so helpful to get me started in the right direction. Itâ€™s always handy just to have it open so I can look back at it. Read more. With comprehensive instruction plus tips and tricks, Animals is the perfect resource for aspiring artists interested in crafting with acrylic paint. This book teaches everything needed to get started. From paper and brushes techniques and composition, this guide is bursting with valuable lessons to help budding artists.Â Building on these basic techniques, each individual can practice their craft with step-by-step projects that cover horses, cats, dogs, and everything between. Author: Toni Watts, Rod Lawrence, Kate Tugwell Publisher: Quarto Publishing Format: Paperback Pages: 40 ISBN: 9781633220898. With comprehensive instruction plus tips and tricks, Animals is the perfect resource for aspiring artists interested in crafting with acrylic paint. Acrylic book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers. With comprehensive instruction and artist tips and tricks, Animals is the perfect ...Â Animals teaches the aspiring artist everything they need to know to get started painting a variety of animals in acrylic. From choosing paper and brushes to beginning painting techniques to composition and development, this boo With comprehensive instruction and artist tips and tricks, Animals is the perfect resource for aspiring artists interested in painting with acrylic. Animals teaches the aspiring artist everything they need to know to get started painting a variety of animals in acrylic.